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Picture 1 Description: the four blind participants of the
camp sitting on a bench & posing for a picture

 

The very first lifesaving camp took place from 21 Feb - 07 March. We had four blind participants. Our
focus was on first-aid, survival training and swimming. The first-aid sessions included: first aid kit and
emergency equipment, treating burns and scalds, fainting, bandages and dressing, bites and stings,
puncture wounds, sprain, bleeding, poison, life-preserving, dislocation, heart attack, headache, injuries
wounds and head injuries, fractured bones and joints, crush injuries, wounds, scalp wounds, eye injury,
nosebleed, snake bite, choking, anaphylaxis, electric shock, and head injury. And we have practiced
handling and transportation of casualties
Survival training: Earthquake drill, fire drill, water filtering, fishing and fire making. Our fire making session
didn’t work out. Do you know any technique that creates fire without a match box or lighter?  
Each participant had at least learned two styles of swimming. During the 15-day camp, every day our
participants had 3 hours of practice. 
We didn’t forget the fun! Thus we went boating, tandem riding, and played show down and goalball. 

Picture 2 Description: a participant during training, is
extinguishing fire with a fire extinguisher.

Muhammed Afsal: First-aid and
swimming help me to manage flood-
like situations confidently
During the camp, Muhammed Afsal, who is blind,
learned three styles of swimming: freestyle,
breaststroke, and backstroke. Afsal is pursuing a
Ph.D. in social work from TISS-Mumbai. He has joined
our camp to help himself and others during crises.
First-aid and swimming “help me to manage flood-
like situations confidently. I will be able to protect my
fellow friends during such disaster situations,” says
Afsal.Picture 3 description: It shows Afsal's portrait picture

where he stands and smiles while his hands in pockets 



               It's because of supporters like you that we are able to
empower people with disabilities to survive man-made and
natural disasters. There will be more disasters in the future.
Therefore, we need to prepare ourselves and help each other. 
 We wish you all the best. If you would like to support our cause,
contact us: info@stretchmore.org  or www.stretchmore.org

Awarding Certificates of Participation to the graduates of the camp

Nibin: it's better to be
prepared

Introducing Stretch More
to Social work students

 

Focus group discussion on
accessible building

We have introduced our work, specifically Lifesaving
Camp 2022 to first-year students of BSW of National
College Trivandrum. Thanks to kanthari for giving us the
chance. We have discussed how we (people with
disabilities) become invisible in disaster times. One of
the questions we got was "what is the long term strategy
of Stretch More?"
In years to come we envision that we become able to
survive crises and help the non-disabled to do the
same.

Nibin, one of the participants of the camp says, “we
can’t expect anything, like what is going to happen
the next day. So it’s better to be prepared for any
natural or man-made disasters. There are similar
programs for the non-disabled but not for people
with disabilities. So I feel it’s very important to have
such programs for disabled persons.”
Nibin himself learned swimming, first-aid and
survival skills

picture 4 description: Nemat, founder of Stretch
More addressing the social work students 

picture 5 description: Nibin, one of the participants,
is sitting on a bench, and posing for a portrait.

The discussion was organized between kanthari and
the Department of Architecture of Engineering College
Trivandrum about “accessible buildings” Our
participants joined, too. They were challenged to think
differently and understand the difference between
empowerment and accessibility. Accessibility is not
the focus of Stretch More. During calamities,
accessibility is not much handy. However, skills are. Picture 6 description: It shows faculties, interns of the

engineering college, participants & founders of kanthari. 


